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• Metro is a good steward of 
the things that create 
regional livability

• We connect urban/rural, 
built/natural in one vision of 
a highly livable place for all

• We must do more to protect 
what we value, help public 
investments keep up – and 
share benefits equitably

Reminder: Where we are now.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndyFirst – the big picture – you’ve seen this before. These all link together, inside and outside the UGB, into one big vision created with community, a vision you have told us you want to pursueThis is a vision in which every Metro area resident has a safe and affordable place to live, in a vibrant neighborhood, with easy access to natural areas and clean water, and transportation options for getting around the region.The regional investment strategy is all about advancing this vision. While today we will talk about Parks + Nature; Housing and Transportation work continues as well.  You know that these are all linked and our approach and investments be linked to.
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• Affordable housing bond

• Clean water, habitat and 
access to nature

• Safe, reliable ways to get 
around

• A coalition for livability and 
equity

Regional Investment Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndyReminder of how this fits together with other parts of the strategyCouncil has directed us to work on an integrated strategy to create a more livable region for all by focusing on three fundamental issues that cross city and county lines: housing, nature and transportation. As we grow, and in this political climate, this work is more important than ever.Previous generations did their part and built and invested in this place we love today. As we face unprecedented change, it’s time for us to do ours for our kids and their kids – and to ensure that these benefits are shared more broadly with communities that may not have fully participated in the past..Housing: Earlier this month you referred a regional affordable housing measure. Now that the measure is referred, staff are entering a period of planning for implementation should voters pass the measure, as well as providing information to those with questions. We are having conversations with local jurisdictions that would be implementing the bond with us if voters approve it.. On Thursday, Council has its second reading of the assumption ordinance. We hope to return to a work session in the early fall to provide an update on implementation planning. Transportation: We are continuing to work with partners to fine tune the work plan, including an engagement strategy for a potential 2020 transportation measure. We will return to work session July 17 to provide an update and hear Council input; we’ll also be briefing you in the coming weeks.
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Staff update

Past investments

Where we’re going

Schedule for action

Community 
engagement plan

Agenda for today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndyWe last came before you to talk about Parks and Nature funding about six months ago, when we presented a very high level overview of our work plan.Today we will update you on where we’ve been – what we’ve accomplished, our work clarifying our role in the region through the adoption of the system plan -- and where we go next as we explore options for a potential parks and nature bond renewal in 2019 informed by current Metro policy direction to address racial equity.
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1995 measure:

• Regional acquisitions

• Local share

2006 measure

• Regional acquisitions

• Local share

• Large-scale capital projects

• Nature in Neighborhood grants

How we’ve invested: 
1995 and 2006 bonds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherWe’ve accomplished a lot over the past two decades – acquiring more than 14,000 acres of natural areas, conserving key habitat areas, protecting water quality and acquiring and creating and improving local parks. While the past two bond measures had a lot of similarities, they also evolved over time, adapting to reflect changing needs and community feedback – just as we anticipate doing again this time.In 1995 – we focused on regional land acquisition of natural areas and trail corridors – securing more than 8,000 acresIn 2006 – we added significant investments in providing people with access through capital investments and the Council listened to community input by creating our Nature in Neighborhood capital grant program.



Acquisition –
protecting rare 
habitat
Quamash Prairie Natural Area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heather Through our land conservation program, Metro has invested more than $200 million in acquiring land in order to protect water quality and fish and wildlife habitat. Just as we did with the first bond, we’ve far exceeded our goals for the current measure. We promised 3,500 to 4,000 acres – currently more than 6,000 acres have been protected.We’ve met our goals in nearly every target area, despite the challenges of our willing seller only approach.



Acquisition –
securing 
headwaters

Chehalem Ridge Natural Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heather Because of our mission, much of our focus has been on acquiring important rare and intact habitat and securing water resources – like the headwaters of the Tualatin – such as at Chehalem Ridge or key fish habitat like on the Sandy and Clackamas Rivers. But we’ve also learned that these important conservation areas are also very important to people living in the area. And that access to land means many things to people.



Acquisition –
urban streams

Corral Creek Natural Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherI also want to make the point – because this is not something everyone realizes and I think there is a misperception about this – Metro has spent just as much money – and purchased about the same number of properties -- on land inside the UGB as out. Of course, the acreages are far different, and much of that land inside the UGB is being managed by our local partners.Acquisition outside UGB - $103MInside UGB $109MCapital development $33MGrants and local share $84M
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Connecting people to nature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherOur 2006 bond program has also created new regional destinations for people, providing access to natural areas – like Cooper Mountain, Mount Talbert, Graham Oaks and others. A new bond can provide the resources needed for more of these new projects and for aging infrastructure beloved parks like Oxbow and Blue Lake.



Connecting  
people to 
nature

Graham Oaks Natural Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherWhile voters may not rank access as high as clean water and habitat – we have heard loud and clear from people that people want access to nature -- for themselves and their families.The Metro Council has adopted several master plans for new access that cannot be fulfilled with existing bond and levy funding.



Local park 
investments

Portland –
Khunamokwst Park

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherThrough our local share and Nature in Neighborhood capital grant programs, more than 200 projects and about a third of our funding – $84 million dollars -- have gone to local priority projects.Nearly all of these projects have been located in urban and suburban neighborhoods.In some communities, they have helped to fill huge gaps in service – like this park in the Cully Neighborhood – and at Cully Park itself, which has a grand opening this weekend.



Nature in 
Neighborhoods 
grants
Cornelius –
Virginia Garcia Memorial 
Health Center Green Alley

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherThese projects are designed to provide a wide range of community benefits – from habitat and water quality to health, community development and recreation opportunities.With our better understanding of community needs Metro can update the criteria for these types of projects moving forward – this should result in more projects that provide even greater benefits to communities generally, and, to communities of color specifically.



Nature in 
Neighborhoods 
grants

Gresham –
Nadaka Nature Park 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherWe’ve already begun discussions with our local park providers to better understand how they have been identifying community needs and how that can help guide future investments and funding criteria
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What is the need? Why now?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonThe question has come up – what is the need for additional investment, and what makes this an urgent issue that requires action now?We think there are several answers to this question that we believe our partners and voters will find compelling.The first is to fufill Metro’s role in providing access to parks, trails and natural areas for communities throughout the region.The second is to fulfill Metro’s commitment to keeping Nature in Neighborhoods as we grow and continue to add more people to our region.Finally, Metro’s racial equity strategy acknowledges that regional efforts have not distributed equally the benefits and burdens of growth and investment. We have more work to do to ensure that all communities see and experience the economic, cultural and environmental benefits of our program.
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Preparing for growth

Each line is 
500,000 people!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonNow I’m going to borrow a few slides from my colleague, Elissa Gertler, to make the first point about the need for action due to the growth our region is experiencing. You’ve all seen this graph showing our region’s growing population.This kind of growth and development puts increasing pressure on unprotected natural areas – and the parks and public lands that are being shared by more and more people.Since Metro started acquiring land conservation in 1995, we’ve grown by ½ million folks - almost doubling our region’s population.
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Investing strategically

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonWe know that infill and other development is happening throughout the region – especially in the places we’ve planned for it (regional and neighborhood centers and in specific UGB expansion areas). These are some of the very areas where Metro has been focused on acquiring land to protect drinking water, wildlife habitat and to create opportunities for people to have greater access to nature.These communities are proud of these places, and they have made these areas desirable places to live.We need to continue to make investments in nature to align with where growth is happening – not just today but also in places that we anticipate will continue to grow and develop over the next 25 years. Note: large number of housing permits in areas with nature parks Metro has developed using 2006 bond funds – Graham Oaks in Wilsonville, Mount Talbert and Scouter Mountain in Happy Valley and Orenco Woods in Hillsboro.These investments – by Metro and other local government and community partners -- support investments we are making in housing, parks, trails and transportation.
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Serving a changing population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonFinally, we also know that Greater Portland is becoming more diverse - and diversity is dispersing.Communities of color are increasingly being displaced from Portland’s inner core and are contributing to some of our most vibrant suburban communities.With intentional investments focused on racial equity, we have an opportunity to better serve these communities now and in the future.
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Metro’s role in the region

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonThis graphic from our System Plan helps to describe Metro’s role in the region’s system of parks, trails and natural areas.Our partners are very limited in their ability to invest in expanding this system and they have come to count on Metro’s to play that role in our region.When you think about it – although state, federal and local governments own and operate key pieces of this system (places like Tryon Creek Nature Park, the Tualatin River Wildlife Refuge or Forest Park) they have very limited local resources for land conservation and no mission to take on this role of planning ahead for future generations – this is Metro’s unique role in this region and the Metro Council has committed to this role in both our regional growth management framework and in the adoption of our Park System Plan back in 2016. 
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Extreme weather 
and other new 
challenges to our 
local ecosystem

Cost of inaction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonChanges in weather mean that there are more and more days with climbing temperatures – our parks and natural areas help decrease the heat island effect in the urban area, and provide refuge to city dwellers on a hot summer day.
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And old challenges 
that we are still 
working to address

Cost of inaction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonThese scenes of flooding in the Johnson Creek floodplain used to be common. But with Metro investments and partnerships with local governments and community partners like the Johnson Creek Watershed Council, these scenes have become less frequent. Other areas have similar challenges and we need to be able to work with our regional partners to address these issues that cost the region millions.
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Missing 
opportunities to 
secure public 
access and meet 
conservation goals

Cost of inaction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonAs we continue to add more people to this region, public access will become increasingly precious.We want to ensure that we continue to invest in places that people can get out and enjoy and connect with nature, wherever they live.
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Losing steam on 
our community 
engagement and 
not responding to 
community needs

Cost of inaction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonWe’ve built a lot of trust, strengthened relationships with communities and there are a lot of great ideas that have been captured in our master plans and other plans that can be fulfilled with capital funding investments.
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Acquiring land for the future

Improving special places

Local investments

Funding framework

Parks and 
Nature 
mission

Racial equity Council 
direction

Past success 
and lessons 

learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonWe think we can build on these past successes and create a framework to carry us into a new decade.Here is the direction from Council we’re using to guide our staff work in developing a new capital funding measure.First, a potential bond program needs to be consistent with the Parks and Nature mission and our role in the region.The potential bond program must also reflect and serve Council’s Strategic Plan to Advance Racial Equity, Diversity and Inclusion-That means changing not only what we invest in, but also how we make investments, and for whomWe must reflect past and continuing Council directionAnd we should build on our history of engagement and partnership with community, learning from what works and evolving to do better.We believe this results in a potential bond program that continues emphasizing three primary priorities.Buying land for water quality, fish and wildlife habitat.Taking care of what we have – this means building out the master plans for the new access sites, but also investing in our older, legacy parks like Blue Lake and Oxbow.And, continuing to support investments in local communities through local share and a grant program. 
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Creating a path – work plan

Getting ready 
Dec 2017 
to June 2018
• Identify key questions and 

assumptions
• Develop public outreach 

plan, budget, engagement 
strategy

• Engage key partners

• Council direction 
Engagement plan

Engagement and 
equity analysis
July to Dec 2018
• Convene Stakeholder Table
• Outreach & partnerships
• Draft framework for Council 

consideration
• Equity analysis and 

technical assessment
• Engagement report

• Council direction 
Funding framework and 
project selection criteria

Project selection and 
potential referral
Jan to May 2019
• Develop detailed maps, 

funding proposals
• Local investment strategies
• Review final priorities with 

stakeholders, public
• Report to Council

• Council referral decision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonResponding to the Council’s direction to develop a possible referral in 2019 – staff have put together a work plan and have been active mostly behind the scenes over the past several months.Since last December, we’ve been laying the groundwork with partners and pulling together the data and technical information we might use to develop a new funding package.Starting next week, we’ll really kick off our external and partner engagement – we met with you in briefings last week to walk through our strategy in more detail, including:Convening a stakeholder tableOutreach to community and conservation organizationsOutreach to our local government partners And continued research and analysis that can help guide our work to advance racial equity with any future capital funding investments.Following our work plan, by the end of the year the current Metro Council should be able to adopt a funding framework consistent with Parks and Nature’s mission and that fulfills the Council’s equity strategy.Next calendar year, we’ll continue to work with the new Council as we develop more detailed maps of areas targeted for acquisition and capital investments by Metro and our local partners with additional bond funds.
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Respond to community needs

Elevate communities of color and 
build their capacity

Advance racial equity

Strengthen awareness and trust in 
Metro

Stronger relationships between 
organizations

Report back to community

Engagement goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonOur team is developing a plan for engagement with the following goals.Ensure that any bond proposal responds to community needs and desires related to advancing Metro’s parks and nature mission: protecting clean water, restoring fish and wildlife habitat, and connecting people with nature close to home.Support and elevate the input of communities of colorIdentify ways that bond investments can advance racial equityStrengthen awareness and trust in Metro, with an emphasis on the Parks & Nature DepartmentBuild stronger relationships between culturally specific organizations and conservation organizationsBuild capacity within communities of color to engage in shaping conservation policyReport back to community groups how their input influenced how the bond investment packages were shaped
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Understanding of 
Parks & Nature 
mission

Understanding of 
racial equity

Racial, ethnic, 
economic diversity

Many perspectives, 
new connections

Stakeholder table

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherFollowing our practices from past P+N funding efforts and lessons from the work developing the recent affordable housing measure, staff are proposing using a stakeholder table to guide our efforts developing a Parks and Nature funding framework and options for the Council to consider. We want this committee to reflect the region’s full diversity and for members to be committed to working with staff to advance Metro’s P+N mission.We also see this as an opportunity to help make new connections among Metro partners and bring many perspectives together. Conservation partners have told us they are excited about working in collaboration with community based organizations. Culturally specific organizations have said they are excited about working with and learning from each other.Late last week we began an open recruitment, inviting people with an interest to apply. The committee recruitment outlines about what we expect from participants as well as what qualifications and experience we are looking for. Consistent with our new practices, we’ll be offering financial assistance in the way of stipends for participants as requested.We hope to use this opportunity not only to make our funding framework more reflective of the needs of diverse communities, but also to build a stronger coalition for Metro’s work moving forward.
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Community 
partnerships

Community 
leaders forum

Online survey

Tours

Summer-fall engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HeatherDescribe summer engagement plans:-Funding community partnerships to help plan engagement and connect people with itCommunity leaders forum in SeptemberMetroQuest survey this fallSummer tours for Council, Stakeholder Table members, and key partners 
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Align with new 
Council policy

Increase benefits 
for  more people

Respond to 
community 
feedback

The opportunity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JonWith continued investment in parks and nature we think we have a great opportunity to be responsive to community needs while also fulfilling Metro’s mission and leveraging investments in housing and transportation.
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Does Council have 
questions or 
advice?

What information 
would be helpful 
to Councilors going 
forward? 

Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jon - final slide
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